DRIVE

LEADERS
RAFFLE ITEMS

Raffle tickets will be available for the following items at the Casey Administration
Building at 501 7th Street in Wolfforth until 4:00 p.m. on Wednesday, May 4,
2022. All raffle tickets must be purchased in person - cash only.

$5 PER TICKET | $20 FOR 5 TICKETS

RYOBI ELECTRIC PRESSURE WASHER
This pressure washer features a durable metal roll cage frame,
wheels and a telescoping handle allowing for easy transport. The
13 Amp electric motor delivers 2000 psi of force for cleaning
of driveways, decks, windows, boats, campers and other areas
around the house.

RYOBI CORDLESS TRIMMER & JET BLOWER COMBO
Equipped with a brushless motor to deliver 1.5x more power with
longer runtime and a long motor life, this auto-feed trimmer can
easily tackle any edging jobs. The RYOBI 18V ONE+ Brushless HP
Lithium Jet-Fan Blower features a variable speed trigger for more
control while cleaning around the home.

CLASSIC SERIES 4.5 QUART KITCHEN AID MIXER
This durable tilt-head stand mixer was built to last, and features
10 speeds to gently knead, thoroughly mix and whip ingredients
for a wide variety of recipes.
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60-MINUTE GOLF LESSON AT 4ORE! GOLF X 2
This one-hour session features lessons from Wade Fullingim who
specializes in skill testing, performance tracking, and even golf
specific fitness. Wade holds 10 golf instruction certifications
including Titleist.

TEXAS TECH CREDIT UNION CORNHOLE
This Texas Tech Credit Union Cornhole set includes two durable,
easily transportable corn hole boards and a complete set of
cornhole bags.

CUSTOM CHESS SET CREATED BY
FRENSHIP ENGINEERING
A one-of-a-kind, “Mandalorian” themed custom chess set
created exclusively by Frenship High School Engineering students.
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CALLAWAY GOLF BAG FROM EDWARD JONES
Equipped with an automatic stand, mesh padded hip pad and
comfort tech straps system to ensure a more comfortable round
of golf.

LG SOUND BAR
Create an immersive home theater experience with LG sound
bars and wireless speakers designed to deliver every note in
stunning clarity – without cluttering your space. Features include
Wi-Fi and bluetooth connection, built in Google Assistant, and
much more.

20-pc CUISINART GRILLING SET X 2
The Cuisinart 20 Piece Deluxe Grill Set provides you with all the
essential grilling tools and also includes a bonus Digital
Temperature Fork! And this 20 piece set conveniently comes in a
stylish and durable aluminum carrying case.

